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Abstract
Most of existing contributions on Public-Private Partnership (PPP) refer to a traditional and financial perspective, or rather to an unbalanced strategic relationship between the public and the private actors. Starting from a PPP traditional definition, the objective of the paper is to analyze: a) the strategic and managerial challenges and changes in the PPP concept, highlighting the institutional lens of investigation; b) the critical role of shared PPP strategies for the long-term sustainability; c) the value generated and shared for the societal wealth and wellbeing.

The paper is divided into three sub-sections. The first one is aimed at shortly analyzing the institutional framework and the sectorial trend and distribution of PPPs. The second one highlights the strategic assets, the managerial approach to PPPs, and the relevance of the multi-stakeholder engagement. The followed approach consists in the multidimensionality analysis of the PPP role and models, according to the necessity to manage uncertainty and create shared value for the direct stakeholders and the indirect ones. The last section introduces the ZTE incidence case, describing the 5G project of L’Aquila (Abruzzi).

Highlights
- the challenges in the PPP strategic and managerial approach;
- the role of PPP as a tool to create and develop business, and to determine the long-term sustainability;
- the potential role of PPP in promoting/anticipating new/further local development paths;
- the lack of a systemic multi-stakeholder engagement, especially for community.
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1 Introduction

Since a decade, the ICT sector dynamicity and interconnection opened to new evolutive scenario, highlighting asymmetries in the skill endowments of firms, in term of: a) supply and demand-sides role, functions, drivers and channels -generating radical business model changes and cross-sectorial interferences; b) impact on the environment and on the society, in term of safety and social connections; c) regulation changes, as the one for the privacy and data protection, the sharing economy platforms, and so on; and, d) digitalization processes, interoperability of content among multi-devices, and the linked reduction of the digital divide. In other words, the ICT sector boost hardware and software interventions, and their cross-fertilization (Jorgenson and Vu, 2016).

Public-Private Partnership (PPP) represents, nowadays, one of the instruments considered more strategically significant to align the objectives of the various typologies of operators of the ICT market. With the passage to the New Public Governance (Osborne, 2010), PPPs assumed new and emerging forms, shaped and influenced by the external social and economic changes and challenges.

Notwithstanding the role and relevance of PPP in funding and sustaining infrastructure projects and public services, it is often exploited and explored in a limited framework, mainly related to the subsidiary role (both in horizontal and vertical terms) of private in public utility business. Nevertheless, the disruption of technologies, is calling to reshape the present frameworks, in term of business models, professionals and sustainability paths. The reason states in the manifest uncertainty generated by ICT for markets, workers and collectivity.

The PPP is a strategic tool of local development, to address social needs in a limited/restricted budget frame, to share the risk management of the investment among different actors, and where participants (and indirectly the collectivity) get a mutual benefit and wealth in term of knowledge, relationship and money (Freeman et Al., 2004). PPP has to be analyzed jointly with the local development initiatives, in supporting the realization of investments of public utility, as health care, transportation, telecommunication, utilities in general, education and so on (World Bank, 2018). The (local) social capital is one of main limiting and/or fostering factor to consider in the analysis of the adopted PPP’ models, jointly with the funding systems, the accountability ranges of each public and/or private participant, and, the demand and supply-side characteristics (Achard et Al., 2008).

1.1 PPP institutional and sectorial characteristics

PPP has not a unique definition worldwide (Klijn, 2010). The World Bank provides a general definition of PPP as “a long-term contract between a private party and a government entity, for providing a public asset or service, in which the private party bears significant risk and management responsibility, and remuneration is linked to performance” (World Bank, 2018a). There are different forms of PPP (Caperchione et Al., 2017), but as highlighted by the World Bank (2018a; Hoppe et Al., 2013), the main difference between the procurement and the Public-Private Partnership is the lasting of the relationship, respectively in the first case limited to
accomplish and/or furnish the project/service, and in the second case to manage the long-life assets linked to the long-term nature of the PPP contract. Additionally, according to the Hoppe et Al. (2013) findings, the PPP is a tool to support the cost-reducing investments. None has been reported about the level of the service quality -which may increase or decrease-. Different Authors, as reported in the figure below, moved toward the necessity of defining the PPP. From a definition of the PPP stressing its legitimacy role as public-service-provider, to those of PPP as a long-term contract between a private and a public party for the provision of public services or goods (Campos et Al., 2018).


A more broaden definition is proposed by Verweij et Al. (2017). The Authors define PPP “as an enduring contractual relationship between two or more partners of which at least one is a public body, in which both public and private partners bring some kind of resources (e.g., money, property, authority, knowledge) to the partnership, and in which responsibilities and risks (e.g., financial, economic, social) are shared for the purpose of delivering public infrastructure-based products and/or services”. Similarly, Keränen (2017) reports that, apart for the legal forms -from the more traditional procurement to the more innovative collaboration approaches- “If properly managed, PPPs expand resource exchange, diminish transaction costs, increase risk sharing, clarify contract specifications and encourage stronger interorganizational collaboration (Erridge & Greer, 2002) and thereby improve the quality and reliability of public services (Kwak, Chih, & Ibbs, 2009)”.

Since the beginning of the crisis, the PPP has been perceived an alternative way to make investments, and thus promoted by policies and preferred in term of resource allocation and risk management for its role of fostering innovation and answering to new arising demands (Saussier, 2013; Engel et Al., 2018; Sedjari, 2004; Brinkerhoff et Al., 2011). Moreover, in the ICT sector “caused by high capital expenditure in conjunction with demand uncertainty” (Sadowski et Al., 2009) the PPP is a preferred tool to fund new innovative investments.

Even than before, it is fundamental an accurate strategic planning of resources and competences in order to match and boost the synergies and better valorize the transformation (in term of “effort of one of the partners to modify the attitude and conduct of the other according
to its own priorities”) in a multi-dimensional and multi-stakeholder perspective (Sedjari, 2004; Leite and Bengtson, 2018).

According to Sedjari (2004), PPP can be classified by area of interventions (sectoral partnerships, partnerships limited to certain sectors or projects, operations at city level and partnerships with regional impact) or form of partnerships (PPP initiated by public actors, PPP initiated by private actors, Appointed PPP and concession/forms related to it). Referring to the latter, it has to be noted that, mainly in the OECD countries, PPP has become a means to boost technology and innovation. It is not unusual to observe the cooperation among different actors, from the public authorities, to the universities and research institutions, to the private business and/or the single non-profit organization. Despite the potential benefits of PPPs, “partnerships are, however, not without cost and the mechanisms for securing their success are very variable” (Sejari, 2004).

Furthermore, the sectorial distribution of PPPs, to a worldwide extent, are the utilities in term of energy (energy and power) and water management, health, environment (solid waste and clean technology), transport, telecommunications/ Information & Communication Technology (ICT), and all the urban renewing projects/areas (World Bank, 2018). According to Geddes e Al. (2013), in the USA the PPP has been used mainly in the transportation sector, followed by urban sector as the water and sewage management and the social infrastructures (e.g. prison, schools). China is increasingly using PPP both to develop the internal services and to compete in the international market to create infrastructures, mainly related to transportation and ICT. In Europe too the main percentage of value and projects is distributed in the transportation and ICT sector, covering the 93% of established PPPs (EPEC, 2018).

Most of interests on PPP are related to legislative, political and accountability aspects. At the same time, considering a managerial approach, the interest is mainly focused on the risk management and the principal-agent problems (Burke and Demirag, 2017; Caperchione et Al., 2017; Roehrich et Al., 2014).

**1.2: Strategic and managerial approach to PPP**

PPP can be analyzed in a broaden perspective, where the nature of the partnership and the strategic relevance and frequency of the transaction acquire more importance compared to the (legal) forms. According to Geddes and Wagner (2013) referring to USA scenario, the term PPP changed according to new influences, as the social innovation one and the bottom-up pressures; it “has evolved to encompass a range of contractual relationships between a public project sponsor and a private partner that facilitate a larger private role”. In Europe, even considering the statistical database (see EPEC, 2018), there still is a strong linkage to the traditional form, but in the practice new change and challenges are going beyond.

PPPs have different benefits as minimizing transactions costs in project implementation, risk transfer, partnering relationships, solve the lack of resources or competences (Sadowski, Nucciarelli and de Rooij, 2009; Tang et Al., 2010; Nisar, 2013).

To analyze the correct PPP functioning, the Critical Success Factors (CSF) have to be determined (Campos et Al., 2018; Chan et Al., 2010; Muhammad et Al., 2016). According to
existing literature, Authors defined CSFs those factors referring to the quality of the relationship and boosting the success of PPPs. As predictable, the main frequency refers to the “appropriate risk allocation and sharing” and the necessity of a “strong and good private consortium”, rather less attention is addressed to the “stakeholder management”. Factors mainly relate to the need of legitimacy rather than legitimation, as in fact, other incisive factors in term of frequencies are the “transparent procurement” and the “political support”. An interesting element is also represented by the “public/community support”.

Applying the institutional theory lens, it can be argued that every form of partnership indicates a level of involvement of each single institution, the public institution, the private institution, and the society. In the PPP as traditionally intended, the partnership was mainly focused on the direct -and/or mediated from a third neutral party (Burke and Demirag, 2017; Leite et Al., 2018; Keränen, 2017)- relationship between the public and the private institutions. It is evident that the society as institution as a critical role. The cultural, social, economic norms and aspects in which the partnership is based influence and determine the sustainability and the form of the partnership.

PPPs as stated above, developed in a perspective to manage and share risk investments and resources, and in a long-term contractual relationship so to reduce the risk of opportunism among the parties (Powell, 1990). PPPs developed jointly to the New Public Management (NPM) paradigm, oriented to manage effectively the public resources and where the emphasis was put on the punctual and contractual stated management of resources and performance. Nowadays, assuming the necessity of the NPM assumptions and requirements, the evolutionary passage is the New Public Governance (NPG) which requires new approach to manage the societal needs. In fact, the NPG considers the organization in its environment, in a more networking dialectic, where the strategic and sustainable long-term visioning of parties involved is crucial (Osborne, 2010).

Not surprisingly, the dynamicity of external environmental changes and challenges, created an increasing of uncertainty in the markets in term of business survival, in the workers in term of skills needed, in the society in term of sustainability of the whole politic-social-economic system. In this perspective PPPs assume new and multiple purposes, not limited at managing effectively the projects, but focused on disseminating the value generated from a project in a cross-sectoral orientation. The process because of an isomorphism process (DiMaggio and Powell, 1991), should led to generate social innovation. Each party involved requires more than transaction, calling for the complementarity of resources and reciprocity to participate in -not considering the advantage only in the economic-financial perspective- (Ouchi, 1980). In these turbulent times, the characteristics belonging to the collaboration form shapes and influences the rethinking of the Public-Private Partnership, more in term of complementarities (of resources, of strategies etc) rather than economic-financial return.

The globalization of the economy and financial crises have emphasized the socio-economic effects of a competition between companies and country systems no longer based on production (industrial and agricultural), but on knowledge. The tertiarization of the economy and technological development, especially in the ICT sector, has been the catalyst for the collapse of the monopolies of knowledge to which people were accustomed, and has favored the dispersion of knowledge in the most varied territorial and/or sectorial areas. Generally, PPP are conceived in terms of risk sharing between the public and the private parties (over the others referring to the classification and definition of PPPs, KS et Al., 2016; Achard et Al., 2008). The collaboration, apart from the investment risk sharing does not exist.
In a more broaden perspective, always contesting it in a sectorial public-interest perspective, it can be can argue that investigating the managerial and organizational aspects of new PPPs forms have to be stressed in term of (1) complementarity of public-private resources and (2) private profitability of the investment.

Point (1) refers to the degree of strategic and/or operational synergies between the public and the private parties. If it is high, there are complementarities of resources and capabilities, thus to put the basis for the “P”artnership. If it is low, there is not a joint interest to collaborate.

Point (2) refers to the interest and willingness of the private party to start alone the investment in terms of risk management and potential (financial and strategic) profitability. If it is high the private party has a positive strategic and/or financial expected output compared to the risks of managing alone the whole investment. If it is low, the balanced expected output shows a zero value or a negative trend.

In the cases of high degree of complementarity of resources and capabilities, the degree of interest of the private party thus, strongly influence the balance between the public and the private parties in terms of role and responsibilities, moving from a principal-agent situation (mainly managed by contractual provisions to assess and balance the risk of the partnership) to a principal-principal one (mainly referred to a win-win approach and thus mainly related to new and/or unexplored knowledge or innovation pathways) (Klijn, 2010; Garg and Garg, 2017; Klievink and Janssen, 2014; de Palma et Al., 2009). In the ICT sector, the typologies of the PP Partnerships refer to the maturity stage of the innovation to be introduced; or in other words, to the supply-side characteristics. If the innovation already exists, it has to be implemented and scaled; the PPP have specific characteristics in term of designing, building and management. If the innovation is on the process to be developed and tested, the partnership refers to an “experimental” collaboration where both parties contribute to the innovation definition, in a more participative and collaborative approach (Tab 1) (Campanella, 2011; Klievink et Al., 2016; Witters et Al., 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree of private profitability-risk management of the investment</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Full private interest</th>
<th>New PPP collaboration forms – knowledge and innovation oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Full public investment</td>
<td>Traditional intended PPP – financial and risk sharing oriented</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Degree of complementarity of Public-Private resources</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Degree of private profitability-risk management of the investment and Degree of Complementarity of PP resources Matrix. Authors elaboration.

2 PPP governance: strategic assets and interdependences

The governance of the partnership is central and strategic for each institution in term of (1) legitimacy and legitimation, (2) strategic synergies and (3) shared value. In fact, about the legitimacy, a good and broaden intended governance will enhance the involvement and
commitment of relevant stakeholders in a participative, unless expensive and long-lasting process; in term of legitimation it will effectively reduce the gaps in perception among the relevant stakeholders. In term of strategic synergies new governance and managerial approaches are required to effectively and efficiently face with and to the challenges figure out by new/unexplored/unexpressed (societal) needs. Referring to the process of shared value creation, a good PPP governance will lead to a society wealth, through the direct and indirect supply-chain flows (Engel et al., 2018) and services provision.

Studies on the cross-sector and multi-stakeholder partnership evidence the requirement of new governance and managerial approaches in term of “how partners’ resources and capabilities may interact in a more efficient way in order to create social value” (Grudinschi et al., 2013). An effective and efficacy PPP requires an intense strategic (and control) planning activity. The iterative process-led approach supports the whole activities since the needs analysis, toward the design stage and the continuous control of the implementation. Achard et al. (2008) refer to it as a conceptual model, aimed at identifying needs, purposes and resources of participants, their roles in deploying the network, and finally, the provisioning of services.

In most of cases, the public institution activities implicitly assume and/or is assumed to be the society institution perspective, but gaps and divergences in perception report a different commitment and engagement. In fact, it has been highlighted how the public institution support and boost the relationships in a more efficacy pathway (Opara et al., 2017).

2.1 PPP’s shared values: a multi-dimensional and multi-stakeholder analysis

According to Leite and Bengtson (2018), the complexity of social problems creates interdependence between private and public interests, while the need to balance the interests generated by such partnerships in value capture becomes crucial, meaning for value the resultant of the management of the interests and pressures of the different stakeholders (Freeman et al., 2004; Donaldson and Preston, 1995) and which determine the governance of the partnership (Christopher, 2010; Freeman and Evan, 1990). PPP are means enhanced to create a more broaden value in an efficiently way (Leite and Bengtson, 2018). Parties must have a certain degree of reciprocal commitment, and interdependencies in term of resource, value and advantage generated, despite assuming their different object in pursuing the partnership (Lundberg and Andresen, 2012; Leite and Bengtson, 2018; Grudinschi et al., 2013; Bowman and Ambrosini, 2000; Nguyen et al., 2017; Achard et al., 2008; Reijniers, 1994).

Basing on the assumption that each partnership has its own local and environmental-based features, the public actor lack to not accurately plan the deployment of strategic synergies, in governing the partnership (Grudinschi et al., 2013) which require an evolution toward the new governance paradigm (Salomon, 2002); in fact, most of PPPs are mainly enclosed to the specific projects activities and not embedded in a more broaden “P”ublic plan in term of innovation and growth (see the experience reported in the health sector by Roehrich et al., 2014; or in the ICT reported by Nucciarelli et al., 2013). Strategic interdipencies instead are critically evaluate by the “P”rivate actor, as well as the valorization of the operations of the whole investment.

Appropriate distinction has to be made between the value creation process which involves the transaction parties, and the value capture which involves every stakeholders of the economic, as well as social system (Bowman and Ambrosini, 2000; Lepak, Smith and Taylor, 2007).
In the PPPs is expected by parties to share a level of commitment going (and for going) beyond the dialectical contractual relationships (Leite and Bengtson, 2018; Brinkerhoff and Brinkerhoff, 2011). Commitment refers to the “size of investment and actions undertaken with respect to the counterpart itself or to other connected actors” (Leite and Bengtson, 2018), or in other words, it refers to the synergies deployed by the parties, singularly involved in the partnership (Sejari, 2004). The above explained intersections between the parties involved directly and indirectly in the partnership, is reported in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: Value capture in public-private cooperation. Source: Leite E., Bengtson A. (2018), “A business network view on value creation and capture in public-private cooperation”, Industrial Marketing Management, forthcoming.](image)

The conceptual model, thus the iterative process-led perspective (aimed at identifying needs, purposes and resources of participants, their roles in deploying the network, and finally, the provisioning of services) has to be stressed in a dynamic interplay among relevant stakeholders, embedding it in the enlarged external environment analysis of determinant and influencing factors (Achard et Al., 2008; Roumboutsos et Al., 2010) to generate a more broaden and spread value (as in the case of municipalities analyzed by Sadowski et Al., 2009). Nevertheless, the dynamicity and heterogeneity of PPP models and applications among the different European countries, imply to analyze the instrument in its external and environmental framework, highlighting the importance of considering the sustainability concept in all the three declinations -social, economic, environment- and with a multi-dimensional approach (political, economic, social, technologic, environmental and legal).

### 3 The ZTE experience

Evidences in the present work, illustrating a strategic and managerial PPP approach, is through the ZTE company.

ZTE is a leading company working in the telecommunications sector; in the specific, the company works in providing integrated telecommunications equipment manufacturer and integrated global telecommunications solutions.

ZTE was founded in 1985 in Shenzhen (China) under the name of Zhongxing Semiconductor Co. on the initiative of a group of local entrepreneurs coordinated by the Chinese Aerospace Research Ministry. Till the end of the XX century, the ZTE was mainly engaged in manufacturing chips, processors and other semiconductors for Chinese companies. Nowadays, ZTE is an international Chinese private company, controlled by the Chinese government for the 51% of
total shares. In fact, the ZTE governance is distributed for the 17% to the Shenzhen Aerospace Guangyu Industry Corporation and the 34% to the Xi’an Research Institute of Microelectronics Technology; both companies are totally indirectly held by the China Aerospace corporation, the Chinese public company for the aerospace studies and researches.


ZTE has the headquarter in Shenzhen (China), and different subsidiaries around the world; France, Turkey, Italy, Germany, Netherland, UK, Spain, Poland, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Finland, Sweden and other different commercial and/or strategic agreement with European and non-European Countries.

ZTE in 2017 generated a revenue of 108.815 million in CNY, with an increase of 31.07% compared to the previous year, and a total number of employees of 74773 (ZTE Corporation, 2018).

ZTE works in three main related businesses: the “R&D”, captive business for the company works, the “mobile device” related to the consumer market (and mainly affected by the recent US ban) and, the “integrated services” related to the business and government targets.

The “R&D” business is the core business of the company where are employed almost the 50% of the total employees which are researchers and engineers; ZTE is one of worldwide operators in terms of patents, winning the Mobile World Congress (MWC) in 2015 – held in Barcelona– for the MUSA (Multi-User Shared Access) antenna, more powerful from 3 to 6 time compared to the existing MIMO (Multiple Input, Multiple Output) Massivo antenna. In addition, in 2018, ZTE won the prize for the ZTE Smart Parking Solution (GSMA, 2018) developed for the “Smart city project”, in partnership with the Provence of Brescia (Italy) and the A2A company. The “mobile device” business instead opened the internationalization markets, in fact ZTE provides its products in all the Continents, and its specialized suppliers networks are mainly from USA. The recent Trump ban influenced and affected this business. Finally, the “Integrated services” business, has a project led organization, and as main target strategic partnership with other companies and/or directly with governments (local and national).

3.1 Research methodology and limits
For the case study analysis, we approached through desk researches as a starting point of the study. The incidence case study represents a qualitative methodology approach which need to be strongly contextualized over the time of implementation of PPP.

3.2 Evidence

As stated above, in the company description, related to the business of “Integrated services”, in the Italian and European scenario, after the launch of the Communication “5G for Europe: an Action Plan” - published in September 2016, each Member State had to identify the frequencies through which to deliver the future 5G. In Italy, with the Legge di Bilancio 2018 (Law 27 December 2017, No. 205), in particular, in accordance with the provisions of the Action Plan, the Government has identified the frequency resources to be allocated to 5G services, in the 694-790 MHz bands, 3600-3800 MHz and 26.5-27.5 GHz; the joint assignment of all the 5G pioneer waves is entrusted by the AGCom (the Italian government independent institution for the regularities and customer protection in the telecommunication sector) which defines the procedures for the allocation of rights to use these frequencies (by April 2018) (Principali, 2018).

For the Digital Agenda 2020 strategy, the Ministry of Economic Development (MISE) has identified 5 cities on the basis of geographical distribution criteria, capillarity of ultra-fast connectivity, availability of frequencies in the 3.7-3.8 band, and the geographical position and proximity to the European corridors. In addition to the three cities selected with these criteria, L'Aquila and Matera were also identified: the first in the post-earthquake reconstruction phase, as an infrastructure-open city, and, the second one as the European capital of culture in 2019 in which many projects are focusing on the digital technologies (Beltrame, 2017). The MISE tender has been won by Vodafone (for the project in Milan), Wind-3 (for Prato and L'Aquila) and Fastweb-TIM-Huawei (for Bari and Matera). But the first Italian city to have a 5G network will be Turin thanks to the (private) interest of TIM.

ZTE is partner of Wind-3 and Open Fiber as a supplier of end-to-end installations in the pre-commercial planning of 5G in Italy for the cities of Prato and L'Aquila, winning a maxi-order of 1 million euro (Campesato, 2016; Savelli, 2016). The partnerships between ZTE, universities and local companies will aim to test and verify in a widespread way the technical performance and 5G network architecture, the integration of 4G / 5G networks and the future uses of 5G technology, including AR / VR (Augmented Reality / Virtual Reality) functionality, smart city, public security, 5G health care and Industry 4.0 (Zorloni, 2017).

The network scenario in L'Aquila is between Wind-3 and Open Fiber as winning partners of the MISE tender for L'Aquila and Prato, they started a strategic partnership with ZTE, which started a strategic agreement with the University of L'Aquila, generating directly and indirectly a wealth (economic and social) for the whole Municipality of L'Aquila (News Town, 2017; Università degli Studi dell'Aquila, 2017; IF/NEWS, 2017).
ZTE is a leading Chinese private company, controlled by public institution, which positively and/or negatively influences the nature of relationships established by ZTE and the opportunities to be caught and followed. In its being leader in the integrated services, the strategic relationship among the partners is a source of advantage for new projects and work opportunities. In fact, ZTE cooperates with Open Fiber in other areas of Italy for the FTTH (Fiber To The House) deployment, providing integrated services to the communities. And, Open Fiber and Wind-3 has a strategic partnership to widespread the fiber in 271 Italian cities (Open Fiber Corporation, 2018).

ZTE is investing a lot in Italy and has decided to adopt several centers that deal with training and technological innovation; the support from Government, universities and industry is crucial for effective and stable collaborations (ZTE Corporation, 2018).

In L’Aquila, the ZTE company finds the professionality and expertise of researchers; the University of L’Aquila has been involved for a while in 5G research projects (see project INCIPICT - http://incipict.univaq.it/at-a-glance/). In fact, with the strategic agreement signed in October 2017, the ZTE Research and Innovation Center (ZIRC) led to investigate solutions for different technologies as the pre-5G, 5G, NB-IoT (Narrow-Band Internet of Things), V2X (Vehicle-to-everything), Smart City, and more to prepare for the 5G evolution. The ZIRC is part of a commitment to invest 500 million of euro in Italy over the next 5 years (Cottone, 2017). ZTE has also revealed plans to build its European 5G hub in Italy and is partnering with Wind Tre and Open Fiber to build a 5G pre-commercial network in the 3.6-3.8 GHz band in L’Aquila.

The ZIRC strategy will be based on a close interaction between the University (and through its national and international scientific community) and the ZTE Research and Development Department. The Center will provide adequate support to the University's advanced training programs (masters and research doctorates on subjects consistent with the Center's aims), recognizing in these programs primary sources for the identification of professional skills to be involved in the activities of the Center. There is also an optimal basis for the promotion of research proposals in the European context (program H2020 and subsequent) (ZTE Italia, 2018).
The ZIRC represents one of ZTE commitment to Italy and the research of excellence. In fact, to the near side of the research and innovation center, there is the ZTE Universities network, funded in 2003 in Shenzhen Dameisha Beach (China). The latter has in Italy its hotspot in the University of Tor Vergata in Rome for the training and the skills updating of ICT professionals and businesses, with very differentiated (in term also of modularity) and diversified offers (from the core network, wireless network, wire network, access network and so on) (ZTE Corporation, 2018).

4 (Expected) conclusions

New forms of PPP are emerging and contradistinguish the specific political, economic and social aspects of each local and single reality.

The paper with the incidence case study aims to highlight new form of partnership, where in a long-term procurement there is not a sharing of the risks between the public and private actor(s), but a sharing of collaborative, capitalized and knowledge management, in a win-win dealing situation. The typology of the partnership is based on a principal-principal relation and confirming the evolution path of the partnership reported by Bonfim et Al. (2018), thus, that the partnership started as a contractual relation, evolving in the knowledge transfer, and that further has to be exploited in a large-scale innovation.

The incidence case study highlights the need to investigate, with the help of strategic tools (mainly strategic architecture analysis, interdependencies analysis, value system) the involvements of all actors, including the municipality and the community, in terms of a) participation of the community representative group(s) for a clear legitimation process (event to effectively spread and test the ICT outputs), and b) shared strategy for the growth, wealth and wellbeing of the entire (local) society.

In conclusion, studies on the cross-sector and multi-stakeholder partnership evidence the requirement of new strategic governance and managerial approaches to introduce in PPP projects a fundamental strategic analysis which starts from the study of interdependencies and interactions between resources and capabilities of all involved partners, and arrives to consider the common objectives of value share and creation.
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